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Jerry cans carrying extra fuel are mounted behind the tongue box Lighting for camp is provided by solar powered lights - a Tuff Stuff 40w flood light, a portable flood/motion light kit, a motion/step light for the ladder
to the rooftop tent, and a rechargeable hand held spot light.. As I watched the trailer navigate through some off-camber inclines and declines I was amazed at how stable and well it tracked.. EcoTrek says the suspension
eliminates bounce, offering a smooth, quiet commute, loaded or empty, on road or off.

That skeleton is skinned, inside and out, with an aluminum-polyethylene composite material that EcoTrek says is 3.. I’m always fascinated by the do-it-yourself approach So, when Big Wik of SURVIVE+THRIVE, a
survival and prepping website and forum, finished his custom off-road trailer and was ready to trail test it, I couldn't wait to check it out.. The 510 includes a prewired 30-amp electrical system with an onboard 12-volt
deep cycle marine battery, a Progressive Dynamics 120V AC converter, and interior and exterior outlets.. Not only is the body sturdy, but EcoTrek says that its aluminum composite construction makes it virtually
impervious to rust and rot.
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He intends to upgrade the suspension system to a full independent air bag system with shock absorbers to better limit some of the side-to-side motion and smooth the ride out a bit.. The hitch is a three axis hitch from
Lock 'N' Roll, which has no slack and will not bind.. A couple weeks earlier, EcoTrek was introducing its all-new 510 off-road camper in the United States, the home of your humble author.
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5 times lighter than steel and 1 5 times lighter than standard aluminum The interior is insulated, and the alu-composite panels are sealed together with butyl tape.

diy off road trailer plans

It weighs around 1,100 lb (500 kg) empty and measures 158 x 82 x 75-in (401 x 208 x 190 cm).. Jeep Off-road Trailer PlansThe tailgate trunk offers room for a stove and other camping equipment.. The Tuff Stuff
rooftop tent is accessed by a ladder and provides a comfortable environment for two people.. No cutesy teardrop design, the 510 has a reinforced build meant to thrive in terrain that would rip lesser campers to shreds..
Off Road Trailer Build Plans Anyone who has ever had the fun of trying to pack up a Jeep for an extended off-road adventure knows what a puzzle it can be trying to fit everything in.. A standard ball hitch is not
suitable for off-road abuse and a military style pintle hook would have bad on-road manners and create unnecessary wear on the drivetrain.. I knew that his trailer build would focus heavily on being self-reliant off the
grid and I was eager to see how he was setting it up.. Off Road Box Trailer Plans The Best Off Road Box Trailer Plans Free Download PDF And Video.. Its cabin includes an inflatable queen mattress, an entertainment
unit with DVD player, and TV hookups. e10c415e6f 
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